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INVESTIGATING RESIDENTIAL

By: C Tripp Wagner, BME
      Jensen Hughes

Dryer 
Appliance

This article will focus on the 
skills for the fire investigator 
and forensic engineer to ensure 
competent investigations are 
done in regards to origin and 
cause of residential fires possibly 
involving clothes dryers. The goal 
of this article is to assist new and 
experienced fire investigators.

Fire investigators who have a clothes dryer in the 
area of origin should begin by attempting to find out 
the following when inspecting the unit and speaking 
with the user. A summary of these items is located 
at the conclusion of this article in a checklist that the 
investigator can use while on scene.

• What were the events leading up to the fire?

• When the last time someone was in the room  
in which the dryer is located?

• The make, model, and age of the dryer. Was it 
purchased new or used? Has it ever been  
serviced or repaired?

• Is it gas or electric?

• Who installed the dryer? Where was it purchased?

• Was the dryer being used at the time of the loss?  
If not, when was it last used? At what setting?

• What type of items were in the unit? If they are 
clothes, what type of clothes? Where are they 
typically worn?

• What type of detergent was used?  
Was fabric softener used?

• How often was the lint cleaned from the unit?

• When was the exhaust duct last cleaned?  
By what method?

• Were there any issues with the unit?

• Were clothes dry at the end of the cycle,  
do the clothes feel hotter than usual?

• Were there any strange smells?

• Was the laundry room/area hotter than usual?

• Were any breakers tripping when you ran the unit?

• Were there any unusual sounds when the unit  
was running?

The Scene Examination

As with all fire scenes the investigator should thoroughly 
document the entire scene and surroundings. Assuming 
the dryer is still in the area of origin the investigator 
should document the area and begin their inspection. 
If the dryer has been removed from the area of origin, 
statements from those who removed it should be 
obtained. All potential ignition sources in the area of 
origin should be documented and inspected, not  
just the dryer.

Inspect the power cord and receptacle for possible signs 
of causation. See if there are any markings or UL labels 
in the cord. (Figure 1)

According to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), in 2010-2014,  
U.S. fire departments responded to an estimated average of 15,970 home 
structure fires involving clothes dryers or washing machines each year.  

These fires caused annual averages of 13 civilian deaths, 
 444 civilian injuries, and $238 million in direct property damage.

Fire investigators and forensic engineers must know how to properly investigate these losses.  
The 2017 NFPA Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations (NFPA 921) addresses clothes dryers:

26.6.13.1 All clothes dryers use electricity to rotate the clothing drum and to circulate air with a blower. 
Energy for the heat source may be by the combustion of a fuel gas or by electricity. All electric dryers are 
powered by either a nominal 120 V or a 240 V source. The clothing is dried by spinning it in a drum, through 
which heated air is circulated. Air is discharged from the dryer via a duct that is typically directed to the 
exterior of the house. Most dryers have filters to trap lint, which can build up in the dryer. However, if the 
trap is clogged or not working or if the material being dried gives off a large quantity of lint, this material can 
accumulate in other areas of the dryer and its vent, which can be a fire hazard. Frictional heating sufficient to 
cause ignition can result if a piece of clothing or other material becomes trapped between the rotating drum 
and a stationary part. Fires have been reported in dryers when vegetable oil soaked rags or plastic materials 
such as lightweight dry cleaner bags have been placed in the dryer.

26.6.13.2 Typical dryers have timing controls, humidity sensors, heat source selectors, and intensity 
selectors to control the operation of the dryer. Thermal cutoffs are provided to prevent overheating of the 
dryer and components such as the blower motor and heating elements.

continued on page 14

Jacksonville, Florida ∫ April 14-19, 2019 IAAI 70th International Training Conference & Expo

Classes are subject to change.
Monday April 15 All Tracks                             8am - 9:15am Opening Ceremonies                       9:30am - 12pm Dynamic Opening Speaker  TBD

1:00pm - 3:00pm  Spouse Program: Understanding What Your Spouse Does.  presented by Bob Toth

Wednesday, April 17  - ITC Expo Day Showroom Open 7:00am - 5:00pm

Thursday, April 18  - ITC Expo Day Showroom Open 7:00am - 1:00pm

Mon April 15 Track A Mon April 15 Track B Mon April 15 Track C Mon April 15 Track D

1:00pm/5:00pm

Forensic Applications of Fire  Protection Systems
Jamie Lord

1:00pm/5:00pm

Marine Fire Investigation: Engineering Aspects & Investigation LogisticsAdam Holloway, Steven Sundquist

1:00pm/5:00pm

Patterns of Heat Flow &  Arc-Melted ConductorsMichael Keller, Justin Geiman

1:00pm/5:00pm

Electrical FundamentalsJason McPherson

Tues  April 16  Track A Tues  April 16  Track B Tues  April 16  Track C Tues  April 16 Track D

8:00am/12:00pm

Investigating Natural Gas EventsBrian Focht

1:00pm/5:00pm

I’ve Lost My Moral Compass:  A Case Study of an Interagency Investigation into Two  Complex Arsons
Bryan Rowan, Rich Pala

8:00am/10:00am

Everything You Need to Know  About EUOs
Michael R. Parker

10:15am/12:00pm
Cellular Technology, Mapping,  & Analysis

Mike Melson
1:00pm/5:00pm 
Finding and Utilizing Connected Device and Social Media Data in  Claim Investigations

Roy Mura

8:00am/12:00pm

Enhancing Fire Investigation Data Collection Through the Use of the Cognitive Interview ProcessGeorge Wendt
1:00pm/5:00pm

Annual General Meeting

8:00am/5:00pm 

Fire Dynamics
Robert Schaal

Wed April 17  Track A Wed April 17  Track B Wed April 17  Track C Wed April 17  Track D

9:30am/11:30am 

A Culture Change Initiative: Improving the Health and Safety  of Fire InvestigatorsJeff Pauley, Peter Mansi

12:30pm/2:30pm

Vehicle- Electrical Systems &  Hot Surface Ignition Heat SourcesMatthew Dubbin, Brian Haag

3:00pm/5:00pm

The Impact of Ventilation on Fire Patterns in Full-Scale StructuresDaniel Madrzykowski

8:00am/5:00pm

Co-Sponsored by

Insurance Claim Study from “Report of Loss to Trial”
presented by the  

IAAI Insurance Committee

8:30am/9:30am 

It's a new day at your  National Fire Academy Lester Rich, Christine Spangler
10:00am/12:00pm

Spontaneous Heating Fires with Vegetable Oils-Fats Laurel Mason, Caitlyn Head,  Sara Bonner
1:00pm/3:00pm

Evidence Identification, Collection,  & Preservation Techniques Stephen Rinaldi
3:30pm/5:00pm
Fire Investigation Roadmap (“FIRMs”)Peter Mansi

8:00am/5:00pm 

Motor Vehicle Fire InvestigationsChris Ellis

Thur  April 18  Track A Thur  April 18  Track B Thur  April 18  Track C Thur  April 18  Track D

8:00am/10:00am

Explosion & Bombings: A Fire Investigator’s PerspectiveRobert Keithley

10:15am/12:00pm

Marine Surveying for  Fire Investigators
Kenneth Weinbrecht

1:00pm/5:00pm 

Flame Jetting Awareness and Investigative ChallengesDavid Tucholski, Scott Ayers,  Adam St. John, Andy Minster,  Connie McNamara

8:00am/10:00am

Objectivity: Are We Doing It Right?Edward Roberts

10:15am/12:00pm

Fire Behavior Context Relating to Vegetation Fire InvestigationKeith Parker

1:00pm/3:00pm 

Field Interviews
Brian Veprek

3:15pm/5:00pm 

Human Behavior in Fire
Joshua Reichert

8:00am/10:00am

Keys to a Successful Fire Death Investigation
Joe Konefal, Ed Nordskog

10:15am/12:00pm

Complex Death Scenes: Body Dumps, Suicides, Cold Case Murders,  & Mass Arson MurdersJoe Konefal, Ed Nordskog
1:00pm/5:00pm 

When Arson Becomes the  Murder Weapon:  The Cheshire, CT Arson MurdersPaul Makuc

8:00am/5:00pm 

Motor Vehicle Fire InvestigationsChris Ellis

Fri April 19 Track A Fri April 19 Track B Fri April 19 Track C Fri April 19 Track D

8:00am/12:00pm

Arc Mapping: New Technology  or Myth & Copper Conductor  Bead AnalysisChin-Lien Chen, Nick Carey,  
Mark Svare

8:00am/12:00pm

Evidence Collection Technician Practicum
Mike Dalton, Casandra Jones

8:00am/12:00pm

Origin and Cause
Bobby McCormick
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OC + SME + 921 =
     Successful 
    Investigation

By: Dale W. Feb
      F.I.R.E. Associates

& Richard Jones
 IAAI-CFI, IAAI-CI, 
 IAAI-ECT Facilitator

Having discussions with other 

fire investigators we came to 

a realization that very few of 

them understood the working 

relationship between the Subject 

Matter Expert and the Origin 

and Cause Investigator. Further 

discussion determined that even 

fewer investigators understood 

the requirements located in 

the NFPA 921 guidelines. 

The intent of this article is to 

provide knowledge of these 

921 requirements and to clarify 

the roles of these two different 

investigators. This parallel 

process plays an important role 

in fire determination as directed 

by our scientific method. The 

opinions of these qualified 

investigators will assist in 

this understanding and may 

invite further investigation and 

application by the readers.

The Industry Standards  
for Subject Matter Experts

As a Subject Matter Expert, I was recently involved in a discussion 

regarding my specialized service with a few Origin and Cause 

Investigators. During this conversation, I came to the conclusion 

that they did not have a clear understanding of my tasks at the fire 

scene or my interaction with the process of origin and cause. This 

concerned me as I also realized that they did not clearly understand 

the NFPA 921 guidelines for this interaction and the recommended 

team approach. I questioned them and discovered that they were not 

familiar with the following terms “Subject Matter Expert”, “Specialized 

Personnel”, “Technical Consultant” or “Industry Expert”. Further 

questioning determined that not one of them could cite any sections 

or even an appropriate chapter that would apply to these terms 

and my specialized tasks. Based on this conversation, I determined 

that an article might assist them as well as others to understand 

this process and identify the appropriate individuals necessary 

to complete an investigation. This article is an attempt to clarify 

these recommendations, their intent, and the process necessary to 

assemble a good team that meets the suggestions of NFPA 921  

and the scientific method.

The following information will focus on the interaction between the 

Subject Matter Expert (SME) and the Origin and Cause Investigator 

(OC). Although this article reflects my experience as a Fireplace 

and Venting Expert, it can also be applied to all SME fields and their 

interaction during the investigation and testimony. This article will also 
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Robert K. Toth, IAAI-CFI
By Robert K. Toth, IAAI-CFI

At the risk of overstating the obvious, fire scenes are generally not conducive for any productive work as they sit. We have to bring tools, equipment, and resources, to allow us 
to properly process and investigate most fire scenes. An important 
component, not only for the processing and investigating but overall 
scene safety, is lighting. We have lights to illuminate a room, other 
lights we wear on our heads to focus our attention and brighten up an 
area where we are excavating, and lights we wear on our cameras to 
get proper exposures for digital images.As a current practitioner of scene documentation with a Matterport 
camera system; I was in search of lightweight, compact lighting that I 
could mount on the camera system that would illuminate the room as 
the scanner rotates and not obstruct, or be in, the field of view. The 
problem is easily solved with a number of lightweight LED options. 
However, once I found this current light system, the uses have evolved 
to more than just a light for my scanning needs.

LED technology has come a long way. Costs for various systems continue to drop and battery life to operate the lights continue to go up. There are a host of different providers, and I am not recommending one over the other, but the one I found fills a number of needs over the course of an investigation.
My search for a good light bar, or panel, ended when I found the GENARAY LED-7100T. From their website, it’s very lightweight and perfectly suitable for on-camera applications and is just as ideal for AC-powered, continuous use as well. It's adjustable from a warm 3200K to a cool 5600K color temperature for different shooting conditions and features 312 LEDs that deliver up to 1400 lux brightness at 3 ft. Brightness is dimmable and flicker-free from 100-10%. Both color and brightness are adjustable by step-less, smooth-tuning dials on the rear. A magnetic, snap-on diffuser is included that will let you soften the light output and reduce contrast between different areas  of your subject.

The Genaray LED -7100T is a versatile light source to aid in many aspects of fire scene investigation.

Shedding Some  Light on an Age-Old Problem


